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JANUARY

THE ACADIA FILES

Book Three, Winter Science

Katie Coppens

Illustrated by Holly Hatam

The series that explores science through adventure
In Book Three of the Acadia Files series, Acadia Greene carries her
search for answers into winter. A melting snowman leads her—of
course!—to explore climate change and how to reduce her carbon
footprint. The helium balloons at her eleventh birthday party beg
questions—naturally!—of molecular structure, weights of gases,
and neutral buoyancy. Paper airplanes unlock discoveries in aerodynamics. Tracks in the snow raise questions of how animals survive
the winter. And an afternoon of sledding slides right into an investigation of momentum, acceleration, and friction. Acadia doesn’t
mean to do science—it just happens. She’s curious, determined,
bold, and bright—an ideal STEAM ambassador!
The Acadia Files is a fun introduction to the wonders of science,
using real-world scenarios to make scientific inquiry relatable and
understandable. Parents and educators can use The Acadia Files to
let kids discover for themselves what it’s like to be curious about the
world and to satisfy that curiosity with scientific thinking.

a

Hardcover $13.95
978-0-88448-607-7

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-609-1

6 x 8.5 • 88 pages
Fiction / STEAM
Ages 8 – 12 • Lexile 750

KATIE COPPENS lives in Freeport, Maine, with her husband and two children. She is an awardwinning middle-school teacher of science and language arts, and her books include a teacher’s
guide for the National Science Teachers Association entitled Creative Writing in Science. She writes
a column on science and literacy for Science Scope, the middle-school magazine of the NSTA.

Children’s book illustrator and graphic designer HOLLY HATAM (Whitby, Ontario) loves to combine line
drawings, photography, and texture to create illustrations that pack energy and personality. Her picture
books include What Matters (SONWA children’s awards honorable mention), Bear is Not Scared, The Boy in
the Box, and the forthcoming picture book series Maxine the Maker.
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APRIL

THE ACADIA FILES
Book Four, Spring Science

Katie Coppens
Illustrated by Holly Hatam
Acadia completes a year of science explorations in Book Four of the
series, and there’s no better season for science than spring. Stargazing, asteroids, meteors, and the age of the Earth. Vernal pools.
Sprouting plants. Emerging insects and other animals. The season
of spring is natural science in full action mode, propelling Acadia
into full investigation mode.

Hardcover $13.95
978-0-88448-610-7

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-612-1

6 x 8.5 • 88 pages
Fiction / STEAM
Ages 8 – 12 • Lexile 750

Also in the Acadia Files series:
THE ACADIA FILES
Book One, Summer Science
Katie Coppens
Illustrated by Holly Hatam
Hardcover $13.95 • 978-0-88448-601-5
ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-603-9 • 6 x 8.5 • 88 pages
Fiction / STEAM • Ages 8 – 12 • Lexile 750

“The science is wonderfully presented, but there is
also another layer of lessons: Acadia learns not to
accuse someone without proof; she learns to treat
others with kindness; and she learns to accept
and even celebrate things that might otherwise
irritate her, such as the early morning sun and
the temporary nature of a sandcastle. These ageappropriate lessons are clearly conveyed, without
taking attention away from the book’s science.
The Acadia Files is an excellent book that will
help its audience look at the worId in a new way.”

THE ACADIA FILES
Book Two, Autumn Science
Katie Coppens
Illustrated by Holly Hatam
Hardcover $13.95 • 978-0-88448-604-6
ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-606-0 • 6 x 8.5 • 88 pages
Fiction / STEAM • Ages 8 – 12 • Lexile 750

—Foreword Reviews

Tilbury House Publishers
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JANUARY
HAVE I EVER
TOLD YOU?
Shani King

Illustrated by Anna Horváth

Indie Excellence Award, Children’s Book Cover
Design • Next Generation Indie Book Award,
Children’s Picture Book
The words we all wanted to hear when we were children
“Have I ever told you that, for me, there is no one more special than you?
That for me, you are the most special child in the world, and that I love you
now and will love you forever? Have I ever told you that?”
This little book holds the message of dignity that every child on
this earth needs to hear: You are loved. You matter. You make me smile.
You make me the happiest person in the world, just by being you.
Shani King wrote Have I Ever Told You? as a note to his children,
to remind them that they are amazing in their individuality and that
they have the power to choose who they want to be in this world. The
illustrations create a masterful visual narrative: warm, witty, simple,
profound, and as ferociously empowering as a children’s book can be.

Hardcover $14.95
978-0-88448-719-7

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-721-0

8 x 8 • 32 pages
Picture Book / Fiction
Ages 2 and up

SHANI KING (Miami, FL) is a professor of law and director of the Center on Children and Families at
the University of Florida, Gainesville. Proud father of a daughter and a son, he loves empowering
children in whatever way he can. When he is not writing, he loves spending time with his wife and
children, running, reading, and playing the drums.

ANNA HORVÁTH makes colorful and magical paintings full of surprising details, sinuous lines, and
funny creatures. Her mission is to encourage children to use their imaginations and dare to see the
world differently. Anna lives in Switzerland with her wonderful children and husband and can be
visited at www.annabies.me.

“The book says all the things we could
and should say to our children.”
—Jennifer Woolard, Associate
Professor in Developmental Science,
Georgetown University
4
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“Beautiful and thought-provoking.”
—António Guterres, SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations

“I adore this book.”
—James Forman Jr., Pulitzer
Prize – winning author of
Locking Up Our Own

JANUARY
NEW IN
PAPERBACK

The HISTORY IN 50 series is introduced by National Book
and Newbery Honor Award-winner Phillip Hoose.
A STORY OF CIVILIZATION IN 50 DISASTERS
From the Minoan Volcano to Climate Change
Gale Eaton
IPBA Benjamin Franklin Silver Award • Skipping Stones Honor Book
Volcanoes, wildfires, floods, storms, earthquakes, tsunamis, and pandemics have devastated humanity for thousands
of years. This book’s white-knuckled journey from antiquity to the present leads us to wonder at times how humankind has survived, yet civilization has advanced not just in spite of these disasters but in part because of them.
“A fascinating volume.” —Kirkus Reviews
Paperback $14.95 • 978-0-88448-748-7 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-407-3 • 6.5 x 9.5 • 288 pages, color throughout
Ages 12 and up • F&P level: Z+ • Prev Ed ISBN 9780884483830

A STORY OF AMBITION IN 50 HOAXES
From the Trojan Horse to Fake Tech Support
Gale Eaton
What do the Piltdown Man, Keely Motor Company, and Ponzi Scheme have in common? They were all famous hoaxes,
carefully designed and bolstered with false evidence. This book guides us through a rogues’ gallery of hustlers, liars,
swindlers, impostors, scammers, pretenders, and cheats.
“The hoaxes here are colorful by far.” —Kirkus Reviews
“A broad-ranging and fascinating study of artifice.” —Publishers Weekly
“A fresh and sophisticated approach to world history. A fascinating read for high schoolers and adults.”—Horn Book
Paperback $14.95 • 978-0-88448-492-9 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-493-6 • 6.5 x 9.5
288 pages, color throughout • Ages 12 and up • F&P level: Z+ • Prev Ed ISBN 9780884484653

A STORY OF TRAVEL IN 50 VEHICLES

From Shoes to Space Shuttles
Paula Grey

From the first foot migration out of Africa to the Model T Ford, hot air balloons, submarines, rickshaws,
and moon rockets, humans have combined imagination, daring, and scientific and technical knowledge
to improve existing vehicles or create new ones.
Paperback $14.95 • 978-0-88448-491-2 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-398-4 • 6.5 x 9.5
288 pages, color throughout • Ages 12 and up • F&P level: Z+ • Prev Ed ISBN 9780884483991

A STORY OF MEDICINE IN 50 DISCOVERIES
From Mummies to Gene Splicing
Marguerite Vigliani, MD and Gale Eaton
The 5,000-year-old Iceman discovered frozen in the Alps may have treated his gallstones, Lyme disease, and hardening of the arteries with the 61 tattoos
that covered his body—most of which matched acupuncture points—and the walnut-sized pieces of fungus he carried on his belt. The herbal medicines
chamomile and yarrow have been found on 50,000-year-old teeth, and neatly bored holes in prehistoric skulls show that Neolithic surgeons relieved pressure on the brain (or attempted to release evil spirits) at least 10,000 years ago. From Mesopotamian pharmaceuticals and Ancient Greek sleep therapy to the
discovery of germs, X-rays, DNA-based treatments and modern prosthetics, the history of medicine is a wild ride through the history of humankind.

“A rich resource.” —School Library Journal
“Highly recommended.” —Choice
“An excellent book.” —Vermont Country Sampler
“Will appeal to a range of readers, from middle schoolers to adults.” —Library Journal
Paperback $14.95 • 978-0-88448-411-0 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-532-2
6.5 x 9.5 • 288 pages, color throughout • Ages 12 and up • Prev Ed ISBN 9780884484004

Tilbury House Publishers
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JANUARY
NEW IN
PAPERBACK

THE SECRET BAY
Kimberly Ridley
Illustrated by Rebekah Raye

A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK
Moonbeam Award ∙ John Burroughs Association Riverby Award
Estuaries form where river meets sea and fresh water mixes with salt. Teeming with life, they
are nursery areas for fish, migratory stopovers for shorebirds, and home to snails, bivalves,
fish, mammals, horseshoe crabs, fiddler and blue crabs, terrapin turtles, plankton, and many
other creatures, all of whom we meet in the pages of this delightful picture book with poetic
main text augmented by natural-history sidebars.
KIMBERLY RIDLEY (Brooklin, ME) is a science writer and editor whose articles
and essays have appeared in the Boston Globe, The Christian Science Monitor,
and many other print and online ventures. Her books include the multi-award
winning The Secret Pool (page 18) and Extreme Survivors (page 13).
REBEKAH RAYE (Blue Hill, ME) is beloved for her bird and animal paintings
and sculpture. In addition to The Secret Pool, her Tilbury House picture books
include Thanks to the Animals (page 22), Swimming Home, and The Very Best Bed.

LIFE UNDER ICE
Exploring Antarctic Seas
SECOND EDITION

Mary M. Cerullo

Paperback $8.95
978-0-88448-439-4

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-434-9

9 x 10 • 40 pages
Nonfiction / Nature • Ages 6 – 11
F&P level S; Lexile 1180
Also available: Hardcover $17.95,
978-0-88448-433-2

“Antarctica is revealed through
Curtsinger’s brilliant, crisp, color photos
taken above and below the water and
Cerullo’s smooth, clear narrative.”
—School Library Journal

Photography by Bill Curtsinger

Editor’s Choice, Audubon Magazine
The organisms that live year-round under the ice of the Antarctic Ocean are truly amazing. Enormous jellyfish and fish with blood like antifreeze are just a few of the creatures captured in their
unique habitat by underwater photographer Bill Curtsinger. This new edition is fully updated
and traces the impacts of climate change and ice-shelf melt on the abundant life in the waters
beneath a frozen desert.

Paperback $8.95
978-0-88448-747-0

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-749-4

9 x 10 • 40 pages
Nonfiction / Nature
Ages 9 – 12
Prev Ed ISBN 9780884482468;
9780884482475
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MARY CERULLO (South Portland, ME) has written more than 20 nonfiction books on
ocean life for children, including City Fish, Country Fish (page 13), Sharks (a School
Library Journal Best Book of the Year), Octopus (a Junior Library Guild Selection),
Giant Squid (an Outstanding Science Trade Book selection by the NSTA and the CBC),
and The Truth About White Sharks (IRA Teacher’s Choice Award). Mary is the associate director of
Friends of Casco Bay, an environmental group on the Gulf of Maine.

“With stunning undersea
photographs, a fascinating
look at the many creatures
living near and beneath the
waters of Antarctica.”
—Booklist

“There’s enough weirdness and beauty combined
to draw reluctant readers as well as animal
lovers and junior ecologists.”
—Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books

FEBRUARY

SERGIO SEES THE GOOD
A Story of One Not So Bad Day

Linda Ryden
Illustrated by Shearry Malone

The Peace of Mind series is a kid-tested
resource for social and emotional learning

Hardcover $16.95
978-0-88448-731-9

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-733-3

9 x 10 • 32 pages
Picture Book / Fiction / STEAM
Ages 5 – 10

When a downcast Sergio gets home from a bad day at school, his
wise mother listens sympathetically to his tale of woe and then suggests an experiment. Placing a bowl of marbles next to Grandfather’s old balance scale, she asks him to go back to the beginning
of his day and remember each good and bad thing that happened.
For each bad thing, he places a marble on the right-hand pan of the
scale; for each good thing he places a marble on the left-hand pan.
Sergio is amazed to discover that even on a day that felt awful, the
good outweighed the bad.

LINDA RYDEN has taught mindfulness, kindness, and conflict resolution for 15 years to students in Washington, DC. She
has developed her Peace of Mind curriculum to integrate these practices into education. Sergio Sees the Good and Henry
Is Kind are based on conversations and experiences with students and fill gaps in the literature. Her Peace of Mind curriculum has been adopted by school districts across the country. Visit www.TeachPeaceofMind.com for more.

SHEARRY MALONE (Nashville, TN) is
the illustrator of the Absolutely Alfie
books, a spin-off from the EllRay
Jakes series. Shearry’s style is reminiscent of Quentin Blake’s loose, quirky, timeless
illustrations for books by Roald Dahl and others.

ALSO IN THE PEACE OF MIND SERIES:

HENRY IS KIND
A Story of Mindfulness
Linda Ryden
Illustrated by Shearry Malone

Ms. Snowden and her class practice sending kind
thoughts to the people they love, and they launch a
class Kindness Project. There is only one problem:
Henry can’t think of one kind thing he has done. Declaring that kindness is stupid, he’s on the verge of fleeing the classroom in
tears when his classmates save the day by reminding him of the kind things he has done for each of them. Henry’s discovery
of the many ways he can be kind will inspire young readers to use the simple mindfulness practices taught in this book to
develop their own capacities for kindness.
“Henry Is Kind is bright, fun, and engaging, which is wonderful because it means kids will love it. And it provides an easy way
for teachers and parents to help children understand and enjoy being kind, which means adults will love it too.”
—Sharon Salzberg, author of Real Happiness and Real Love
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-661-9 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-663-3 • 9 x 10 • 32 pages
Fiction / STEAM • Ages 5 – 10

Tilbury House Publishers
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FEBRUARY
FINDING THE
SPEED OF LIGHT
The 1676 Discovery That Dazzled the World

Mark Weston

Illustrated by Rebecca Evans

One of history’s greatest scientific
achievements, 200 years ahead of its time,
presented in graphic nonfiction format
More than two centuries before Einstein, using a crude telescope
and a mechanical timepiece, Dutch astronomer Ole Romer measured the speed of light with astounding accuracy. How was he
able to do this when most scientists didn’t even believe that light
traveled? Like many paradigm-shattering discoveries, Romer’s was
accidental. Night after night he was timing the disappearance and
reappearance of Jupiter’s moon Io behind the huge, distant planet.
Eventually he realized that the discrepancies in his measurements
could have only one explanation: Light had a speed, and it took
longer to reach Earth when Earth was farther from Jupiter. All he
needed then to calculate light’s speed was some fancy geometry.
Mark Weston’s high-interest story and Rebecca Evans’s colorful graphics make scientific discovery the coolest thing this side of
Jupiter.

Hardcover $17.95
978-0-88448-545-2

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-547-6

11 x 9 • 32 pages
History / Biography / STEM
Ages 10 – 12

MARK WESTON graduated from Brown University with a B.A. in History; studied for a year at the London School of
Economics; and earned a law degree from the University of Texas. He has been a lawyer for ABC Television and a journalist for ABC News. In 1991, Mark won enough money on TV’s Jeopardy! to start a company that makes geographical
jigsaw puzzles for children, which he sold after three years. His history books include Giants of Japan and Prophets
and Princes: Saudi Arabia from Muhammad to the Present. His children’s books include Honda: The Boy Who Dreamed of Cars.

REBECCA EVANS worked for nine years as an artist and designer before returning to her first love: children’s
book illustration and writing. Her children’s books include Someday I’ll Fly; Friends in Fur Coats; The Good
Things; Jasper Finds a New Home; The Shopkeeper’s Bear; Naughty Nana; Amhale in South Africa; Vivienne in
France; Mei Ling in China; Marcela in Argentina; Tiffany in New York; and Masterpiece Robot (page 16). She
lives in Maryland with her husband and four young children, shares her love of literature and art regularly at elementary
schools, teaches art at the Chesapeake Center for the Creative Arts, and works from her home studio whenever time permits.
Rebecca’s own boundless imagination enjoys free reign at www.rebeccaevans.net.
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MARCH
TWO MEN
AND A CAR

Franklin Roosevelt, Al Capone, and a Cadillac V-8
Written and illustrated by Michael Garland
An illustrated history for 10- to 12-year-old readers

Hardcover $17.95
978-0-88448-620-6
ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-622-0
11 x 9 • 64 pages
History / Biography
Ages 10 – 12

It is December 8, 1941, the day after the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor, and President Franklin Delano Roosevelt leads a nation in
crisis. He must make a speech to a joint session of Congress that
will build support for America’s entry to World War II, but to do that
he needs an armored car in which to make the short trip from the
White House to the Capitol Building.
According to legend, the car Roosevelt rode in that day, borrowed from the FBI’s impound lot, was an armored Cadillac V-8
built for gangster Al Capone in the late 1920s to shield himself
from enemies. Is the legend true, or is it an American tall tale in
the tradition of Paul Bunyan or John Henry? Either way, it’s an ideal
vehicle to compare and contrast the lives of two American men
who grew up within miles of one another: one a great president,
the other an infamous villain.

MICHAEL GARLAND (Patterson, NY) is
the author and illustrator of 34 children’s
picture books and the illustrator of more
than 40 books written by others. Miss
Smith and the Haunted Library is a New York Times bestseller. Other recent books include Daddy Played the Blues
(page 21), Car Goes Far, Fish Had a Wish (starred review
from Publisher’s Weekly), Grandpa’s Tractor (selected for
the Original Art of Children’s Book Show by the Society
of Illustrators in NYC), Birds Make Nests (Correll Children’s
Picture Book Award; Outstanding Science Trade Book,
NSTA and CBC; Bank Street Best Children’s Book), and A
Season of Flowers (page 19). Michael makes school visits
across the country (www.garlandpicturebooks.com).

Tilbury House Publishers
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED FOR CHILDREN

IF DA VINCI PAINTED A DINOSAUR

Amy Newbold

Illustrated by Greg Newbold
In this sequel to If Picasso Painted a Snowman, Amy Newbold conveys nineteen artists’ styles in a few deft words, while Greg Newbold’s chameleonlike artistry shows us Edgar Degas’ dinosaur ballerinas, Cassius Coolidge’s
dinosaurs playing poker, Hokusai’s dinosaurs surfing a giant wave, and
dinosaurs smelling flowers in Mary Cassatt’s garden; grazing in Grandma
Moses’ green valley; peeking around orchids in Frida Kahlo’s portrait; tiptoeing through Baishi’s inky bamboo; and cavorting, stampeding, or hiding
in canvases by Henri Matisse, Andy Warhol, Diego Rivera, Franz Marc, Harrison Begay, Alma Thomas, Aaron Douglas, Mark Rothko, Lois Mailou Jones,
Marguerite Zorach, and Edvard Munch. And, of course, striking a Mona Lisa
pose for Leonardo Da Vinci.
As in If Picasso Painted a Snowman, our guide for this tour is an engaging hamster who is joined in the final pages by a tiny, beret-topped Tyrannosaurus. Thumbnail biographies of the artists identify their iconic works,
and an identification guide for the featured dinosaurs completes this tour
of the creative imagination.

Hardcover $17.95
978-0-88448-667-1

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-669-5

9 x 10 • 40 pages
Picture Book / Art History
Ages 6 – 10

IF PICASSO PAINTED A SNOWMAN
Amy Newbold

Illustrated by Greg Newbold
Snowmen in the signature styles of sixteen famous artists including Roy
Lichtenstein, Georgia O’Keeffe, Claude Monet, Grant Wood, Jackson Pollock,
Salvador Dali, J. M. W. Turner, Gustav Klimt, Paul Klee, Marc Chagall, Georges
Seurat, Pablita Velarde, Piet Mondrian, Sonia Delaunay, Jacob Lawrence,
and Vincent van Gogh.

“Such a treat!”

—Children’s Book Council

Hardcover $17.95
978-088448-593-3

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-595-7

9 x 10 • 36 pages
Picture Book/Art History
Ages 6 – 10 • F&P level O

“The big, brightly colored original
illustrations range from evocative
to downright authentic-looking.”
—Booklist

“Colorful, informative, an excellent
introduction to art history for children.”
—The Salt Lake Tribune
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“An excellent way to introduce children
to classic artists and their styles.”
—School Library Journal

“This is a wonderful book!”

—Muddycolors.blogspot

“Those interested in art
are going to be thrilled.”
—Librarian’s Quest

RECENTLY PUBLISHED FOR CHILDREN

MOTHER EARTH’S LULLABY
A Song for Endangered Animals

Terry Pierce
Illustrated by Carol Heyer

A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK

Hardcover $17.95
978-0-88448-557-5

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-559-9

10 x 9 • 36 pages
Nonfiction / Nature
Ages 4–7

Mother Earth’s Lullaby is a gentle bedtime call to some of the world’s most
endangered animals. Rhythm, rhyme, and repetition create a quiet moment
for children burrowing down in their own beds for the night, imparting a
sense that even the most endangered animals feel safe at this peaceful time
of day. In successive spreads, a baby giant panda, yellow-footed rock wallaby,
California condor, Ariel toucan, American red wolf, Sumatran tiger, polar bear,
Javan rhinoceros, Vaquita dolphin, Northern spotted owl, Hawaiian goose,
and Key deer are snuggled to sleep by attentive parents in their dens and
nests under the moon and stars. Brief descriptions of each animal appear in
the back of the book.

MY BUSY GREEN GARDEN
Terry Pierce
Illustrated by Carol Schwartz

A Cooperative Children’s Book Center Best Book of 2018
A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK
This lyrical tribute celebrates the bugs, birds, and other creatures that make
the garden such a busy place. From the shimmering dew of early morning
to the lengthening shadows of late afternoon, there is one small miracle
after another for anyone who stops to see, while the “surprise”—a chrysalis—changes unnoticed until, on the last page, a butterfly emerges and flies
away across the garden’s well-tended borders. Back-of-book notes about
the natural histories of the garden’s denizens complete this portrait of backyard nature, which is also a meditation on the rewards of paying attention. A
chipmunk hides on every page to divert and engage young readers.

“Stunning.”

—Vermont Country Sampler

“The rhythmic cadence flows
delightfully . . . A lovely literary
and artistic rendering.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Hardcover $16.95
978-0-88448-495-0

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-533-9

“Vibrant colors and rich
details. An engaging readaloud for young children,
with a lot to discover.”

9 x 10 • 36 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book/Nonfiction/Nature
Ages 4 – 6 • F&P level: O

—School Library Journal

Tilbury House Publishers
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED FOR CHILDREN

DON’T MESS WITH ME

The Strange Lives of Venomous Sea Creatures

Paul Erickson
Photographs by Andrew Martinez

The role of venoms in nature … and in human medicine
Scorpions and brown recluse spiders are fine as far as they go, but if you want daily
contact with venomous creatures, the ocean is the place to be. Blue-ringed octopi,
stony corals, stonefish, poison-fanged blennies, cone snails, fire urchins—you can
choose your poison in the ocean. The banded sea krait wriggles into undersea caves
to prey on vicious moray eels, killing them with one of the world’s most deadly neurotoxins, which it injects through fangs that resemble hypodermic needles. What is
it about watery environments that favors so many venomous creatures?
PAUL ERICKSON (Newburyport, MA) has authored or co-authored numerous
magazine articles and three books about undersea life. His book The Pier at the
End of the World (page 19) was named an Outstanding Science Trade Book of
2016 by the National Science Teachers Association.

Hardcover $17.95
978-0-88448-551-3

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-553-7

8 x 10 • 48 pages
Children’s Nonfiction / Nature
Ages 8 – 12

ANDREW MARTINEZ (Danbury, MA) specializes in images of the undersea world and is the
author and photographer of Marine Life of the North Atlantic. He travels the world to photograph sea life, and was the photographer for The Pier at the End of the World (page 19).

ONE IGUANA, TWO IGUANAS

A Story of Accident, Natural Selection, and Evolution

Sneed B. Collard III
A much-needed contribution to the children’s
literature about evolution

Hardcover $17.95
978-0-88448-649-7

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-651-0

8 x 10 • 48 pages
Children’s Nonfiction / Nature
Ages 8 – 12

12
6

Natural selection and speciation are all but ignored in children’s nonfiction. To help
address this glaring deficiency, award-winning children’s science writer Sneed Collard
traveled to the Galapagos Islands to witness first-hand the animals that led to Charles
Darwin’s groundbreaking discovery. The result is a fascinating tale of two species of
iguana, one land-based and one marine, that evolved from a single ancestor that
reached the Galapagos millions of years ago. Living within sight of one another, these
two creatures acquired radically different appearances, adaptations, and lifestyles.
In this carefully crafted and vetted story, Collard describes how it happened—and
reveals a key process that created the world we see around us.
Sneed B. Collard III (Missoula, MT; www.sneedbcollardiii.com) is the author of
eighty children’s books including Fire Birds: Valuing Natural Wildfires and Burned
Forests; Catching Air; and Hopping Ahead of Climate Change, a finalist for the AAAS/
Subaru Science Books & Films Prize for Excellence in Science Books. In 2006, he
received the Washington Post Children’s Book Guild Nonfiction Award for his body of work. His
books are featured regularly in the Junior Library Guild, NSTA-CBC Outstanding Science Trade
Book lists, and other best-of lists.

Tilbury House Publishers

RECENTLY PUBLISHED FOR CHILDREN

CATCHING AIR
Taking the Leap with Gliding Animals
Sneed B. Collard III
Junior Library Guild Selection • Outstanding Science
Trade Book 2017, National Science Teachers Association
Only a few dozen vertebrate animals have evolved
true gliding abilities, but they include an astonishing
variety. How did lizards, frogs, mammals, and even a
snake evolve this gravity-defying ability, and why do
gliders stop short of flying?

HOW NATURE WORKS books
employ vivid photography and text
(3,000 – 4,000 words) to ask questions
of the natural world. Why and how
are some animals able to glide from
high places? Why are cold-ocean fish
so different from tropical fish? These
inquiry-based books are designed to
cultivate and nourish questing minds.

“A well-researched, well-focused, and beautifully illustrated
presentation of a topic seldom covered in children’s books.”
—Booklist
“An intriguing and focused look at animal adaptation.”
—Publishers Weekly
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-496-7 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-539-1 • 8 x 10 • 40 pages, color photos throughout
Nonfiction / Nature • Ages 8 – 12 • F&P level R; Lexile 980

CITY FISH, COUNTRY FISH
How Fish Adapt to Tropical Seas and Cold Oceans
SECOND EDITION

Mary M. Cerullo
Photographs by Jeffrey L. Rotman
Society of School Librarians International Honor Book • Skipping Stones Honor Book
Fish that live in tropical seas are like city dwellers, packed into reefs and surrounded by life in great
variety and urgent motion, day and night. Fish that swim through cold oceans are like country folk,
spread out, moving more slowly, surrounded by food but not variety. This powerful analogy and vibrant
underwater photos captivate young readers.
“A first-rate choice for browsers as well as students interested in ocean life.” —School Library Journal (starred review)
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-529-2 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-536-0 • 8 x 10 • 40 pages
color photos throughout • Nonfiction / Nature • Ages 8 – 12 • F&P level T; Lexile 1040

EXTREME SURVIVORS
Animals That Time Forgot
Kimberly Ridley
What do the horseshoe crab, chambered nautilus, goblin shark, tuatara lizard, velvet worm, lungfish,
tadpole shrimp, and the indestructible beasts called tardigrades (which look like bears but are the size of
the period at the end of a sentence) have in common? These and a very few other animals are extreme
survivors. All of them have been around at least 125 million years, surviving mass extinctions like the one
that ended the dinosaurs. These living links with Earth’s prehistoric past can lead scientists to amazing
discoveries about the past and the future while providing vital clues to how life on Earth evolved. The
survival secrets of these ancient creatures could lead to new medicines and treatments for disease.
“Highly recommended.” —Midwest Book Review
“Perspective-building introductions to some of our most ancient relatives.” —Kirkus
“Clear and concise enough for even non-science-whizzes to follow.” —Booklist
“A very useful and valuable addition to the natural science curriculum, especially on evolution and ancient
animals.” —School Library Journal
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-500-1 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-578-0 • 8 x 10 • 40 pages, color photos
throughout • Nonfiction / Nature • Ages 8 – 12 • F&P level V; Lexile 1030
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MISS PINKELTINK’S PURSE
Patty Brozo
Illustrated by Ana Ochoa
Generous and eccentric, Miss Pinkeltink fills her huge purse with everything from a toilet plunger
to roller skates, and then gives it all away. She offers tape to fix a flat tire and a bone to a kitty:
Miss Pinkeltink’s gifts never quite hit the mark, / but she gave what she had, and she gave from the
heart. And then, with nothing left to give or to shelter herself, she huddles on a park bench, trying
to sleep in the rain. And that’s where Zoey sees her from her bedroom window and knows that
something must be done. From its humorous opening through its sad midpoint and uplifting end,
Miss Pinkeltink’s story shines with humanity. This story with children as agents of positive change
reminds us again that communities are best known by their treatment of the disadvantaged
among them. Includes backmatter portraits of real-life child advocates for the homeless.
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-626-8 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-628-2 • 9 x 10 • 36 pages • Fiction • Ages 6 – 9

CHARLOTTE’S BONES
The Beluga Whale in a Farmer’s Field
Erin Rounds
Illustrated by Alison Carver
A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK
A haunting, science-based reconstruction of how a beluga whale died 11,000 years ago in a tidal marsh on
the Champlain Sea, how the marsh became a field, how Charlotte found a second life as the Vermont state
fossil, and what messages her bones whisper to us now about the fragility of life and our changing Earth.
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-485-1 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-486-8
9 x 10 • 40 pages • Picture Book / Nonfiction • Ages 7 – 11 • Lexile 940

BEFORE WE EAT
From Farm to Table
SECOND EDITION

Pat Brisson
Illustrated by Mary Azarian
Moonbeam Gold Award • Growing Good Kids Award for Excellence in Children’s Literature,
American Horticultural Society and National Junior Master Gardener Program
Milk doesn’t just appear in your refrigerator, nor do apples grow in the bowl on the kitchen
counter. Before we eat, many people work very hard—planting grain, catching fish, tending
animals, filling crates, and stocking shelves. In this vibrantly illustrated book, readers find out
what must happen before food can get to our tables to nourish our bodies and spirits. Before We
Eat has been adopted by the USDA’s Agriculture in the Classroom program. This edition includes
new backmatter about school and community gardening and the Slow Food movement.
“An irresistible tapestry.” —Washington Post
“Gentle, evocative narrative and gorgeous, finely detailed illustrations.” —Asheville Citizen-Times
“Sumptuous.” —Horn Book Guide
“A warm celebration of small farms and the idea that it takes a village to feed a child.” —Kirkus Reviews
“This eye- and ear-catching read-aloud makes a wonderful discussion-starter for exploring how food is produced, acquired, and appreciated.” —School Library Journal
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-652-7 • eBook ISBN 978-0-88448-653-4 • 9 x 10 • 36 pages, color woodcuts
Picture Book / Nonfiction • Ages 4–8 • Prev ISBN 9780884483526 • F&P level L; Lexile 610
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RUBIO AND JULIENNE
A Sweet and Cheesy Tale
Dan Paley
Illustrated by Lauren Gallegos
Rubio Fromage and Julienne Cheri are forbidden to speak to each other because Rubio’s father
owns a cheese shop and hates fruit, while Julienne’s mother owns the fruit shop across the
street and hates cheese. But one day while making deliveries, Rubio and Julienne collide on a
street corner. Rubio’s cheeses and Julienne’s fruits fly skyward and fall on their heads, creating
delectable pairings that they can’t help but taste. After that, nothing can ever be the same.
Fortunately, Rubio and Julienne’s forbidden adventures end more happily than Romeo and
Juliette’s, though not before our heroes overcome a few obstacles and accidents. A backmatter
menu of delicious fruit-cheese combinations augments the story.
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-487-5 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-619-0 • 9 x 10 • 32 pages
Picture Book / Fiction • Ages 5–8 • Lexile 580

WELCOMING BABIES
SECOND EDITION

Margy Burns Knight
Illustrated by Anne Sibley O’Brien

50,000 copies sold
Welcoming Babies is equally appropriate as a gift to new parents or grandparents and a readaloud for babies. This redesigned edition features updated content and new backmatter with
additional ways of welcoming babies around the world.
“The joy is evident.” —The Baby Book
“A glorious celebration of life!” —Adoptive Families of America
“An excellent multicultural title.” —Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
“The obvious value and beauty of each type of welcome should expand children’s appreciation for and understanding of peoples other than themselves and of the joy that new births bring.” —School Library Journal
Hardcover $13.95 • 978-0-88448-641-1 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-642-8 • 8 x 7½ ∙ 40 pages, color illustrations
Parenting / Picture Book / Cultural Diversity • Ages 2 – 7 • Prev Ed ISBN 9780884481249

WHO BELONGS HERE?
An American Story
SECOND EDITION

Margy Burns Knight
Illustrated by Anne Sibley O’Brien

120,000 copies sold
Who Belongs Here? tells the story of a boy who, having been forced to flee his war-torn country, struggles
to be accepted by his new classmates in the U.S. Some kids think he should go back where he belongs,
but if he really belonged there, why would he have left? And what if everyone whose family came from
another place was forced to return to his or her homeland? Who would be left in America? New sidebars
and backmatter trace the waves of immigration that have built America and celebrate the contributions of
immigrants today. This story is more timely now than ever.
“Provokes a dynamic dialogue about one of the most fundamental questions before
our country.” —Booklist
“Invites young readers to explore the human implications of intolerance.” —Children’s Bookwatch
“Provides strong starting points for ongoing explorations of multicultural themes.” —Publishers Weekly
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-639-8 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-640-4 • 11 x 8½ ∙ 48 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book / Cultural Diversity • Ages 8 – 12 • Prev Ed ISBN 9780884481690 • Lexile 1040
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NO! I WON’T GO TO SCHOOL
Alonso Núñez
Illustrated by Bruna Assis Brasil
Translated by Dave Morrison
It’s the day before our narrator’s first day of school, and all entreaties to his mother are falling on deaf ears.
Why should he go to school when he already knows two letters, “N” and “O,” and he knows they spell NO!,
which is exactly the word this occasion demands? Alonso Núñez’s playful story, Dave Morrison’s rollicking
Spanish-to-English translation, and Bruna Assis Brasil’s imaginative illustrations offer a doomsday vision of a
child’s first day of school that any young reader will recognize.
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-646-6 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-648-0
9 x 10 • 32 pages • Picture Book / Fiction • Ages 4 – 7 • Lexile 490

MASTERPIECE ROBOT
And the Ferocious Valerie Knick Knack
Frank Tra
Illustrated by Rebecca Evans
When Laura—a.k.a. Masterpiece Robot—heads into the backyard with her little sister Molly—a.k.a. Sidekick—her active imagination places them on patrol around the perimeter of a dystopian city, guarding against
supervillains. Then older sister Amber—a.k.a. Valerie Knick Knack—throws handfuls of fallen leaves at them,
unknowingly initiating a battle for the ages. Masterpiece Robot combines the intimacy of a picture book with
the storytelling panels of graphic fiction. It pays tribute to the power of a child’s vivid imagination, and the rollicking interactions of the sibling heroes and villains make Masterpiece Robot pure fun to read.
“Family, imagination, and the endless possibilities of outdoor play intersect at the core of this lively, memorable
story, written by a Vietnamese-American graphic novelist. This story neatly celebrates the dailiness of a diverse
family and the magic of togetherness in the face of all kinds of adventure.” —Kirkus
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-518-6 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-631-2 • 10 x 9
36 pages • Picture Book / Fiction • Ages 7 – 11 • Lexile 900

REAL SISTERS PRETEND
Megan Dowd Lambert
Illustrated by Nicole Tadgell
Notable Social Studies Trade Books for Young People 2017, NCSS/CBC
Through their ongoing dialogue as they play together, two adopted sisters confirm that they are “real sisters”
even though they have different birth parents and do not look alike. A joyous, light-hearted affirmation of
modern families in their wonderful variety.
“Where was Real Sisters Pretend when I was growing up as an adoptee? A must-have picture book, especially
in today’s world of varying family structures.” — Chris Soentpiet
“Highlights the small but important conversations that happen among siblings trying to understand their place
in the world and within their families.” —Publishers Weekly
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-441-7 • eBook ISBN 978-0-88448-497-4 • 9 x 10 • 32 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book/Cultural Diversity • Ages 4–10 • F&P level L; Lexile 470

THE SODA BOTTLE SCHOOL
Laura Kutner and Suzanne Slade
Illustrated by Aileen Darragh
RIF Multicultural Collection • Living Now Silver Award in Green Living • Skipping Stones Honor Book
In this true story, students in a Guatemalan village looked at two problems—their unfinished school and the empty
soda bottles littering their streets—and found the solution to both: stuffing the bottles with trash to use as cores for the
school’s plaster walls. Laura Kutner is the real-life “Seño Laura.”
“This true story celebrates both the value of teamwork and a triumph of ingenious recycling.”—Kirkus Reviews
“Recommended.” —Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
Paperback $8.95 • 978-0-88448-372-4 • Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-371-7 • ebook 978-0-88448-373-1
9 x 10 • 36 pages, color illustrations • Picture Book/Nonfiction/Cultural Diversity • Ages 6–12 • F&P level Q; Lexile 620
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WOOLLY AND ME
Quentin Gréban
With whimsical illustrations, a child describes the many ways in which her woolly mammoth is one of the world’s best pets,
accompanying her everywhere and sharing her daily activities with keen enthusiasm and loving gentleness. And when her
mammoth gets a little frightened—on a roller coaster ride or in her dark bedroom at night—our brave narrator comforts
her pet and bucks up his courage. On the last page of this warm and reassuring picture book, we see at last that Woolly is a
stuffed animal—leading us to ask, who has been comforting whom?
“A simple narrative with understated humor, in which soft illustrations lend a vintage feel.” —Foreword Reviews (starred)
“Shows how large a presence, sometimes literally, a treasured stuffed pal can have in a child’s imaginative life.”—Publishers Weekly
“Tender and sweet and hitting all the right notes.” —Manhattan Book Review
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-636-7 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-638-1 • 9 x 10 • 32 pages • Picture Book / Fiction • Ages 4 – 8 • F&P level J

SYLVIA ROSE AND THE CHERRY TREE
Sandy Shapiro Hurt
Illustrated by Xindi Yan
Bold, adventurous Sylvia Rose enlists her animal friends to uproot a glorious cherry tree so girl and tree can
travel the world together. But while they take in the wonders of the world, from the Eiffel Tower to the Sydney
Opera House, the animals back home suffer without the food and shelter of their life-sustaining tree. Will the
tree give up her newfound freedom and resume her role in the forest ecosystem? In rhymed couplets, with
magical illustrations, Sylvia Rose and the Cherry Tree spins a story of adventure and the importance of home.
“A dreamy, lyrical tale that will dance off picture book shelves.” —School Library Journal
“The illustrations are bold and stunning and the story is daring.” —Book Nerd Mommy
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-527-8 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-592-6 • 10 x 9 • 36 pages
Picture Book / Fiction • Ages 5 – 8 • F&P level M

ASTRONAUT ANNIE

Suzanne Slade

Illustrated by Nicole Tadgell
Career Day is approaching, and Annie can’t wait to show the school and her family what she’s planning to be when she grows
up. Until Friday, however, she must keep it a secret. Grandpop is convinced she’ll be a news photographer like he once was.
Grandma knows Annie will be a champion baker. Dad figures she’ll become a mountain climber like him, and Mom wants to
relive her own glory days while watching Annie play basketball. But Annie’s out-of-this-world dream is all her own. When her
chance to share it finally arrives, her over-the-moon exuberance and her family’s support leave no doubt that her dream is
within reach. This story—with backmatter about pioneering women astronauts—encourages kids to reach for the stars.
“A solid step for diversifying STEM stories.” —Kirkus Reviews
“A great purchase for school and public library collections.” —School Library Journal
“Very highly recommended.” —Midwest Book Review
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-523-0 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-575-9 • 10 x 9 • 36 pages • Picture Book / Fiction • Ages 5 – 8 • F&P level: M

MOTH AND WASP, SOIL AND OCEAN

Remembering Chinese Scientist Pu Zhelong’s Work for Sustainable Farming
Sigrid Schmalzer
Illustrated by Melanie Linden Chan
In the early 1960s, while Rachel Carson was writing and defending Silent Spring in the U.S., Pu Zhelong was teaching
farmers in Communist China how to forgo pesticides and instead use parasitic wasps to control the moths that were
decimating crops and contributing to widespread famine. This story told through the memories of a farm boy (a composite of people inspired by Pu Zhelong) immerses young readers in Chinese culture, the natural history of insects,
and sustainable agriculture. Backmatter provides historical context for this sophisticated picture book.
“An engaging and informative story.” —School Library Journal
“A lovely picture book.” —Matthew Winner’s Blog
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-404-2 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-600-8 • 10 x 9 • 40 pages
Picture Book / History • Ages 8 – 12 • F&P level U
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IF YOU ARE A KAKA, YOU EAT DOO DOO

The TILBURY HOUSE
NATURE BOOK series

And Other Poop Tales from Nature
Sara Martel
Illustrated by Sara Lynn Cramb
A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK

brings the natural world to life for
young readers. Each book aims for
the highest standards of scientific
accuracy and storytelling magic.

Outstanding Science Trade Book 2017,
National Science Teachers Association
Wombat poos are box-shaped to stay where they’re deposited and
serve as messages to other animals. Silver-spotted skipper caterpillars can shoot their poops 40 times their own body length to conceal
their true locations. Baby hoopoes squirt their poops into the eyes of
attackers—and who wants feces in their faces? Ever-inventive Nature
finds a thousand uses for poop. Nothing goes to waste (!!).
“Doo-doo rush out to get copies; these will shoot off the shelves.”—Kirkus Reviews
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-488-2 • eBook ISBN 978-0-88448-498-1
9 x 10 • 36 pages, color illustrations • Picture Book/Children’s Nonfiction • Ages 6–11

THE SECRET GALAXY
Fran Hodgkins
Photographs by Mike Taylor
A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK
Junior Library Guild Selection • Bank Street College Best Book of the Year • International Literacy Association Award
Illustrated with remarkable photographs by a noted astrophotographer and by NASA, The Secret Galaxy tells the story of the
Milky Way in the galaxy’s own voice. The poetic main text makes this an ideal choice for reading aloud, while older readers
will glean startling knowledge from the fact-filled sidebars.
“A thought-provoking starting point for a study of the universe.” —School Library Journal
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-391-5 • eBook ISBN 978-0-88448-403-5 • 9 x 10 • 32 pages, color photographs and illustrations
Picture Book/Children’s Nonfiction • Ages 6–11 • F&P level S; Lexile 910

THE WORLD NEVER SLEEPS
Natalie Rompella
Illustrated by Carol Schwartz
A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK
Reveals the hidden lives of insects and other small creatures from one midnight to the next. The world may
appear to be sleeping in the dead of night, but it is not. As moonflowers open and stars shine, nature goes
about her business. Natalie Rompella’s lyrical text is vividly complemented by Carol Schwartz’s watercolors. A
cat roams through the illustrations—silent witness, in the house and in the yard, to the myriad lives of night
and day. A sense of mystery pervades all—even the backmatter natural-history portraits of the animals met in
the book. This book invites children into a parallel universe that teems with life while they sleep.
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-561-2 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-563-6 • 9 x 10
36 pages • Picture Book / Nonfiction • Ages 4 – 8 • Lexile 700

THE SECRET POOL
Kimberly Ridley
Illustrated by Rebekah Raye
A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK
Lupine Award • John Burroughs Association Riverby Award • Skipping Stones Honor Award
Often mistaken for mere puddles in the woods, vernal pools are the source of life for many interesting
creatures. These secret pools form every year when low places on the forest floor fill up with rain and
melted snow, and soon become home to hatching wood frogs, spotted salamanders, and fairy shrimp.
“This engaging look at a habitat not often covered in science curricula and popular nonfiction series
strikes a harmonious balance of conversational language, factual text, and informative illustrations. An
excellent guide.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
Paperback $8.95 • 978-0-88448-494-3 • Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-339-7
eBook ISBN 978-0-88448-362-5 • 9 x 10 • 32 pages, color illustrations • Picture Book/Children’s Nonfiction • Ages 6-11
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A SEASON OF FLOWERS

Michael Garland

A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK
Michael Garland (Daddy Played the Blues; see page 23) again displays his impressive illustration range with the stylized
digital collage illustrations of A Season of Flowers. Like actors crossing a stage, flowers narrate the passing seasons in the
first person, each one briefly proclaiming its unique and vital role in the natural world. Backmatter descriptions complete
this child’s introduction to a garden year, in which the passage of time is vividly realized.
“The illustrations are delightful and the colors lavish.” —Tulsa Book Review
“Librarians and parents alike will reach for this title as spring and summer come around.” —School Library Journal
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-623-7 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-625-1 • 10 x 9 • 40 pages
Picture Book / Nature • Ages 6 – 9 • F&P level L

THE PIER AT THE END OF THE WORLD
Paul Erickson
Photographs by Andrew Martinez
A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK
Outstanding Science Trade Book 2016,
National Science Teachers Association
Lyrical writing guides us through a day in the life of the denizens of the cold, tide-swept waters beneath a remote pier
on the shore of a northern sea. Stunning photos show a wolffish munching a sea urchin, a sea slug arming itself with
stinging cells stolen from an anemone, a 35-pound 50-year-old lobster guarding his domain, and much more. Colorful
panoramic paintings provide the bigger picture.
“A visual and verbal delight for adults and children. The remarkable, startling photographs of real creatures with short,
easy to read captions will interest all ages. This is the perfect book for a school or class library.”—NSTA Recommends
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-382-3 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-406-6 • 9 x 10
36 pages, color photographs and illustrations • Children’s Nonfiction • Ages 8–12 • F&P level T; Lexile 1050

ANA AND THE SEA STAR
R. Lynne Roelfs
Illustrated by Jamie Hogan
A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK
Ana finds a starfish on the beach, and with encouragement from her dad and a little imagination, she is able to
let the animal go yet take it home with her at the same time. This beautiful picture book celebrates the power of
imagination and an appreciation of the natural world. Back matter invites children into the lives of sea creatures.
“Hogan has in the view of this writer entered the sacred pantheon of books worthy of Caldecott attention with
the quietly powerful and sensory Ana and the Sea Star.” —Wonders in the Dark
“This gentle story and lovely artwork touch on sea animals, using one’s imagination, and respecting nature.
An informative and delightful addition.”—School Library Journal
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-088448-522-3 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-573-5 • 9 x 10 • 36 pages
Picture Book/Nature • Ages 4 – 6 • F&P level: M

THE EYE OF THE WHALE
Written and Illustrated by Jennifer O’Connell
A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK
Green Earth Book Award • Moonbeam Gold Award (Non-Fiction) • Maryland Blue Crab Honor
Award • Society of School Librarians International Honor Award
In this true and celebrated story, four divers risked their lives to rescue an enormous humpback whale near
San Francisco by cutting away the hundreds of yards of crab-trap lines in which the whale was entangled.
What followed was an amazing instance of the unique connections we can forge with other animals.
“This true story of courage and compassion is brought to life by stunning illustrations. You will be awed and
humbled by the deep connections possible between humans and animals.” —Jane Goodall
Paperback $8.95 • 978-0-88448-395-3 • Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-335-9 • eBook ISBN 978-0-88448-344-1
9 x 10 • 32 pages, color illustrations • Picture Book/Children’s Nonfiction • Ages 6-11 • F&P level: M; Lexile 560
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TALKING WALLS
Discover Your World
Margy Burns Knight
Illustrated by Anne Sibley O’Brien
Mom’s Choice Gold ∙ Boston Globe Top 25 Non-Fiction Children’s Books ∙ Hungry Mind Review Children’s Books of
Distinction ∙ Horn Book Noteworthy Book from Parallel Cultures ∙ CBC/NCSS Notable Children’s Trade Book in the
Social Studies ∙ American Bookseller Pick of the Lists ∙ Publishers Weekly Best Multicultural Book Cuffie Award
Human history, geography, and diverse cultures become immediate and real in this tour of walls around the world, from
the Vietnam Memorial to the Great Wall of China. This book combines and updates two earlier books, Talking Walls and
Talking Walls: The Stories Continue. The Talking Walls books have sold more than 200,000 copies.
“A powerful theme for introducing children to the world and its diverse cultures.” —Booklist starred review
Paperback $9.95 • 978-0-88448-576-6 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-363-2 • 9 x 10 • 64 pages, color illustrations • Picture Book/Kids in the World
Ages 8–12 • ALSO AVAILABLE: Talking Walls: Discover Your World, Hardcover, $18.95, ISBN 978-0-88448-356-4 • F&P level: T Lexile 1200

MOON WATCHERS
Shirin’s Ramadan Miracle
Reza Jalali
Illustrated by Anne Sibley O’Brien
Skipping Stones Honor Award • Alliance Award
Looking through the tall trees in their backyard in Maine, Shirin and her dad search for a glimpse of the new moon, the sign that
the month of Ramadan has begun. Nine-year-old Shirin wants to fast like her parents and older brother Ali, but her parents feel
she is too young. When Shirin catches Ali sneaking food, she has to decide: Should she tell her parents, or use this as a chance to
do a good deed? Moon Watchers—like Lailah’s Lunchbox—is a timely celebration of Muslim traditions in America.
Paperback $8.95 • 978-0-88448-587-2 • 9 x 10 • 32 pages, color illustrationsPicture Book/Kids in the World • Ages 6–12 • F&P level: R

LAILAH’S LUNCHBOX

A Ramadan Story
Reem Faruqi

Illustrated by Lea Lyon
ALA Notable Children’s Book • Notable Social Studies Trade Books for Young People, National Council for the Social
Studies / Children’s Book Council • Featured Book of the Month, Anti-Defamation League • International Literacy
Association Award • Skipping Stones Honor Award
Lailah is in a new school in a new country and misses her old friends. When Ramadan begins, she is excited that she is
finally old enough to participate in the fasting but worried that her classmates won’t understand why she doesn’t join
them in the lunchroom. Lailah solves her problem with help from the school librarian and her teacher, and in doing so
learns that she can make new friends who respect her beliefs.
“This gentle, moving story comes to life in Lea Lyon’s vibrant illustrations.”
—Multiculturalism Rocks: Cultural Diversity in Children’s Literature
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-431-8 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-432-5 • 9 x 10 • 32 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book/Cultural Diversity • Ages 6–12 • F&P level: N; Lexile 590

MELENA’S JUBILEE

Zetta Elliott

Illustrated by Aaron Boyd
Bank Street Best Books of the Year 2017 ∙ Outstanding Book, Association of Children’s Librarians of Northern California
After being sent to bed early the previous night, Melena wakes up to a new day with a song in her heart. At breakfast she
learns she has been given a “fresh start,” and she decides to celebrate by doing things differently for the rest of the day. This
story introduces children to the concept of jubilee, which stresses the important principles of debt relief, generosity, and
forgiveness. An author’s note explores the enduring meaning of the Jubilee Day for African Americans.
“This cheerful meditation on starting over features a character that’s hard not to love.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Elliott weaves a contemplative and thought-provoking story of new beginnings. Boyd’s vibrant mixed-media images evoke
the heft and poise of stained glass windows.” —Publishers Weekly
“A beautifully written story about a day to forgive and to be forgiven. It’s a book about social conscientiousness and hope.”
—Youth Services Book Review
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-443-1 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-445-5 • 9 x 10 • 32 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book/Cultural Diversity • Ages 4–10 • F&P level: M
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LUIGI AND THE BAREFOOT RACES
Dan Paley
Illustrated by Aaron Boyd
A Children’s Book Council Seasonal Showcase selection
On Regent Street in Philadelphia, Luigi is the king of the barefoot racers! But when he agrees to race a mysterious
challenger from another neighborhood, he unwittingly becomes an instant underdog. This urban tall tale for kids
comes to life in Aaron Boyd’s colorful illustrations. Backmatter links to American legends Paul Bunyan, Pecos Bill,
John Henry, Molly Pitcher, and Rocky complement the story.
“Cheers for Luigi!” —Kirkus Reviews
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-397-7 • Paperback $7.95 • 978-0-88448-484-4 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-474-5
9 x 10 • 32 pages, color illustrations • Picture Book/Cultural Diversity • Ages 5–10 • F&P level M

DADDY PLAYED THE BLUES
Michael Garland
A Notable Social Studies Trade Book for Young People 2018
Unable to scratch a living from their tenant farm in Mississippi, Cassie’s family joined the Great
Migration from the impoverished Deep South to Chicago. Across the kids’ laps lay Daddy’s prized possession, a six-string guitar. Daddy worked hard to put food on the table, but what he really loved was
playing the blues. This evocative tale of the African-American odyssey in search of a better life is also
a tribute to the blues. Includes backmatter biographies of great blues musicians and landmark songs.
“Outstanding.” —Association of Children’s Librarians of Northern California
“Ideal for sharing one-on-one or as a supplement to U.S. history lessons.” —School Library Journal
“Unreservedly recommended.” —Midwest Book Review
“An excellent read-aloud for younger students.” —Association of Children’s Libraries
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-088448-588-9 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-590-2 • 9 x 10 • 36 pages
Picture Book/Historical Fiction • Ages 6 – 10 • F&P level: S

BOAT OF DREAMS
Rogério Coelho
Best Books for Kids 2017, New York Public Library ∙ 2016 Jabuti Award for Best Children’s Book Illustrations (Brazil)
How does an old man with an umbrella come to live on a desert island, his only companion a seagull? How do a
boy and his cat come to live in an apparently deserted city? Are the man and the boy separated only by distance,
or also by time? Are they the same person—the boy dwelling in the man’s memory? Between them in a stoppered
bottle floats a piece of paper on which the man draws a flying boat and the boy imagines himself aboard.
“This strange story is drawn in gorgeous, full-bleed, sepia-toned, sharp-angled Expressionist style, like storyboards
for a Tim Burton film. But what does it mean? Whatever it is, it’s a wonderful invitation to imagine. What could be
better than that?”—Booklist (starred review)
“A haunting story of inexplicable connections.” —Publisher’s Weekly
“Stunning stylized sepia artwork . . . Close-up interior views open to wide-angle outdoor scenes, heightening the
tale’s mystery.” — School Library Journal (starred review)
Hardcover $22.95 • 978-0-88448-528-5 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-534-6 • 9.5 x 9.5 • 80 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book • Ages 7 and up

THE LEMONADE HURRICANE
A Story of Mindfulness and Meditation
Licia Morelli
Illustrated by Jennifer E. Morris
Gelett Burgess Honorable Mention, National Council for the Social Studies Notable Trade Book
This introduction to mindfulness for kids is wrapped in a captivating story and illustrated with delightful whimsy. Simple
meditation and mindfulness exercises are illustrated in the back of the book.
“Perfect for any parents who want to give their kids a lifelong habit of strength, peace and compassion.” —Marie Forleo,
founder of MarieTV and MarieForleo.com
“A useful reminder of the patience involved in being a good sibling.” —Publishers Weekly
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-396-0 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-457-8 • 9 x 10 • 32 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book/Kids in the World • Ages 4–8 • F&P level L; Lexile 440
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THANKS TO THE ANIMALS
Allen Sockabasin
Illustrated by Rebekah Raye
Selected for the Top 10 Native American Books for Elementary
Schools by American Indians in Children’s Literature
Little Zoo Sap and his family are moving from their summer home on the coast to their winter home in the
deep woods. Unnoticed, the youngster tumbles off the end of the sled. Alone, cold, and frightened, Zoo
Sap cries, and his cries attract the forest animals. Beginning with beaver and ending with the great bald
eagle, the animals rush to protect the baby and shelter him from the cold until his father returns.
“Sockabasin weaves a powerful story of paternal love while simultaneously expressing the mutual respect
between his Passamaquoddy culture and the natural world.” —School Library Journal
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-414-1 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-417-2 • 9 x 10 • 36 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book/Native American • Ages 6–11 • Lexile 620

KUNU’S BASKET

Lee DeCora Francis

Illustrated by Susan Drucker
Cooperative Children’s Book Center (CCBC) Choice selection
Kunu wants to make a pack basket, just like the other men on Indian Island. But making the basket is difficult, and Kunu gets frustrated. He is ready to give up when his grandfather intervenes. This is not only a
story about a family tradition, but also a story about learning to be patient and gentle with yourself.
“Written by Lee DeCora Francis (she’s Penobscot and HoChunk), this is a beautifully written and illustrated
picture book.” —Debbie Reese, American Indians in Children’s Literature
Paperback $8.95 • 978-0-88448-461-5 • eBook ISBN 978-0-88448-476-9 • 9 x 10 • 36 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book/Native American • Ages 8–12 • F&P level: N

MUSKRAT WILL BE SWIMMING
Cheryl Savageau
Illustrated by Robert Hynes
Called a “Lake Rat” by kids at school, a Native American girl feels bad about herself until
her grandfather reminds her of a story that helps her find strength and joy in her identity
as a Native person. This story’s understated affirmation of courage in the face of bullying is
wrapped in a compelling Native American myth.
“The delicate artwork, done in acrylics and colored pencils, has an appealing, luminous quality. A handsome picture book that makes its statement quietly and effectively.” —Booklist
Paperback $7.95 • 978-0-88448-280-2 • 9 x 10 • 32 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book/Native American • Ages 8–12

WHEN THE BEES FLY HOME
Andrea Cheng
Illustrated by Joline McFadden
A TILBURY HOUSE NATURE BOOK
An artistic boy can’t seem to gain his father’s approval until he decorates the beeswax candles his mom is making for the farmer’s
market and they sell like hotcakes. This moving story of economic adversity and familial love written by bestselling children’s
author Andrea Cheng is augmented by sidebars and back matter on the natural history of honeybees.
“Warmth of acceptance shines through. Sensitive, realistic illustrations depict a loving, biracial family.”
—Phyllis Kennemer, Children’s Literature
“Captivating watercolors accompany this moving story of a boy whose search
for acceptance leads him to discover his own abilities.” —Booklist
Paperback $8.95 • 978-0-88448-482-0 • ebook 978-0-88448-483-7 • 9 x 10 • 36 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book/Cultural Diversity/Nature • Ages 7–12 • F&P level O
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PASS THE PANDOWDY, PLEASE

Chewing on History with Famous Folks and Their Fabulous Foods
Abigail Ewing Zelz
Illustrated by Eric Zelz
Notable Social Studies Trade Books for Young People 2017, NCSS/CBC
What do Cleopatra, Napoleon, George Washington, Gandhi, Queen Victoria, Columbus, Neil Armstrong, Moctezuma,
Babe Ruth, Abraham Lincoln, Sacagawea, and Katsushika Hokusai have in common? Just like us, the great movers and
shakers of history had to eat, and their favorite foods turn out to be a highly entertaining thread to follow through the
history of our small planet. (Includes a recipe for pandowdy, an eighteenth-century deep-dish apple pie.)
“A tempting tasting platter of foods and eating customs in diverse times and places.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Get ready to dine with some of history’s most intriguing men and women.” —Foreword Reviews
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-0-88448-468-4 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-538-4 • 10 x 9 • 48 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book/Nonfiction • Ages 7–11 • F&P level W; Lexile 1080

THE FAR SIDE OF THE MOON
The Story of Apollo 11’s Third Man
Alex Irvine
Illustrated by Ben Bishop
Junior Library Guild Selection
This graphic retelling of the Apollo 11 moon-landing mission follows astronaut Michael Collins, commander
of the lunar orbiter, to the far side of the moon. When the Earth disappears behind the moon, Collins loses
contact with his fellow astronauts on the moon’s surface and with the entire human race, becoming more
alone than any human being has ever been before. In total isolation for 21 hours, Collins awaits word that Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin have managed to launch their moon lander successfully to return to the orbiter—a feat never accomplished before. In this singularly lonely and dramatic setting,
Collins reviews the politics, science, and engineering that propelled the Apollo 11 mission across 239,000 miles of space to the moon.
Alex Irvine has written more than thirty books, including original fiction and licensed work for Marvel, Hasbro, Warner Brothers, and others. Ben
Bishop is an award-winning comic and graphic novel creator.
“Makes the vastness of space felt in nearly every panel.” —Publisher’s Weekly
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-452-3 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-537-7 • 8.5 x 5.5 • 64 pages, 2-color throughout • Graphic Nonfiction • Ages 8 – 12 • F&P level: U

BEES IN THE CITY
Andrea Cheng
Illustrated by Sarah McMenemy
Green Earth Book Award
Lionel lives in a Paris apartment building but loves keeping bees with his Aunt Celine at her farm outside the city.
But when her bees start dying, how can he help? The solution, he realizes, is in the rooftop gardens and window
boxes of his neighbors, representing a varied and continuously blooming array of flowers that bees will love. Bees
in the City is a tribute to Paris, an exploration of urban beekeeping and rooftop gardens, and a celebration of the
can-do spirit of kids.
“A fun and informative tale set in a city that is home to hundreds of hives and one very clever boy.”—Foreword Reviews
“A wonderfully charming picture book.”—Midwest Book Review
Hardcover $17.95 • 978-088448-520-9 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-599-5 • 9 x 10 • 36 pages
Picture Book/Nature/Kids in the World • Ages 7 – 11 • F&P level P; Lexile 600

ONE MAINE CHRISTMAS EVE

Written and illustrated by Douglas Coffin
Christmas hangs in the balance when Santa’s reindeer take sick, but fortunately his emergency landing is in a
Maine farmyard where Miss Moody and her boarders Millie and Emery, masters of good old Yankee making do,
come to his rescue. In this down-on-the-farm homage to “The Night Before Christmas,” they get Santa airborne
again, his sleigh pulled by a motley crew of stand-ins like none you’ve ever dreamed of..
“A delightful variation on the Santa Claus legend, in which not Rudolph but a whole gaggle of critters save the
day, or rather the eve, a.k.a. ‘The Night before Christmas.’” —Dahlov Ipcar
Hardcover $16.95 978-0-88448-469-1 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-473-8 • 9 x 10 • 32 pages, color illustrations
Picture Book • All Ages
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MOST PEOPLE

Michael Leannah

Illustrated by Jennifer E. Morris
NCTE 2018 Book Recommendation
Most People is an antidote to the scary words and images kids hear and see every day. Jennifer Morris’s emotive, diverting characters provide the perfect complement to Michael Leannah’s words, leading us through
the crowded streets of an urban day to witness the myriad well-intended interactions of daily existence.
“Perfectly pitched for its young audience, Most People works especially well because it doesn’t just tell children how to ‘be’ good. It shows them how to ‘do’ good.” —New York Times
“For children who fret about the world in which they live, this book may serve as a balm. There’s not much of
anything else like it out there.” —Fuse #8 Production: SLJ Blog
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-554-4 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-556-8 • 9 x 10
36 pages, color illustrations throughout • Picture Book/Kids in the World • Ages 4 – 7 • F&P level: M

SAY SOMETHING

Peggy Moss

Illustrated by Lea Lyon

80,000 copies sold
Best Children’s Book of the Year, Bank Street College of Education • Notable Social Studies Trade Book for
Young People, NCSS/CBC • Teacher’s Choice, International Reading Association
At this school, some kids push and tease and bully. Sometimes they hurt others by just ignoring them. One
girl finally finds the courage to say something. This book has sparked Say Something weeks in schools from
Maine to Shanghai. It has been turned into plays, distributed to hundreds of kids at conferences, and has
helped start countless conversations about teasing.
“An anchor text for bullying prevention campaigns around the country.” —Books That Heal
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-261-1 • Paperback $7.95 • 978-0-88448-360-1 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-361-8
9 x 10 • 32 pages, color illustrations • Picture Book/Kids in the World • Ages 7–12 • F&P level O; Lexile 500

OUR FRIENDSHIP RULES
Peggy Moss and Dee Dee Tardiff
Illustrated by Alissa Imre Geis
Moonbeam Gold Award • Mom’s Choice Award
Our Friendship Rules is a story of betrayal and forgiveness and a guidebook on friendships. Alexandra
instantly regrets shunning her best friend Jenny to curry favor with a glamourous new girl at school. She
fears that it is too late to make amends, but then Jenny suggests that they write down the rules that will
cement their friendship forever. In the backmatter, children from across North America contribute their
own tried and tested rules of friendship.
“Fine reading and good material for thoughtful discussion.” —Yellow Brick Road
Paperback $8.95 • 978-088448-596-4 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-597-1 • 9 x 10 • 36 pages • Picture Book/Kids in the World
Ages 7 – 11 • Prev Ed 9780884483342 • Also available in hardcover 9780884482918 • F&P level: O
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A Story of Maine
in 112 Objects

From Prehistory to Modern Times

Edited by Bernard P. Fishman,
Director, Maine State Museum
PUBLISHED WITH THE MAINE STATE MUSEUM

Hardcover $39.95
978-0-88448-377-9

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-586-5

9 x 10 • 448 pages, 200 photos,
color throughout
New England

The Maine State Museum is America’s oldest state museum and is known
to many as “Maine’s Smithsonian” because of the breadth and diversity of
its holdings—nearly a million objects covering every aspect of the state’s
cultural, biological, and geological history. For this book the museum
selected and photographed 112 artifacts and specimens that, together, tell
a sweeping story of the land and its people from prehistoric times to the
present. The objects include a walrus skull, mammoth tusks, spear points,
bone fishhooks, Norse coins, militia flags, survey chains, treaty documents,
wooden tankards, a temperance banner, a locomotive, Joshua Chamberlain’s pistol, a cod tub trawl, a Lombard log hauler, a woman’s WWII welding
outfit, a complete water-powered sawmill, and many more. Short narratives are woven around each item—including photos of related objects.
This is a book that Maine residents and visitors will delve into again and
again, unearthing new treasures with each reading.

DOWN EAST
An Illustrated History of Maritime Maine
SECOND EDITION

Lincoln P. Paine
This engaging overview of Maine’s maritime history ranges from
early Native American travel and fishing to modern port facilities, all unfolding against one of the most dramatic seascapes on
the planet. Walter Cronkite wrote of the first edition that “Paine’s
economy of phrase and clarity of purpose make this book a delight.”
Paine went on to write his monumental opus The Sea and Civilization: A Maritime History of the World (PW starred review), but now
returns to his first and most abiding love, the coast of Maine, to
revise and update this gem of a book. The new edition is printed
in a large, full-color format with a varied array of historical images.

“Eminently readable and
highly informative.”
—Thomas S. Kane, author
of The New Oxford
Guide to Writing

Paperback $27.95
978-0-88448-565-0

ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-566-7

“An impressive wealth of history and
geography, geology and ecology—all
the elements that have shaped the
people and places of a singular state.”
—Naval Institute Proceedings

9 x 10 ∙ 288 pages, 100 photos and
illustrations, color throughout
New England
Prev Ed ISBN 9780884482222
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MARSHALL WILKES BOOKS celebrate the work of important contemporary artists with a Maine
connection. Marsden Hartley once called Maine a continent unto itself, offering artists anything
they want. Winslow Homer and Rockwell Kent discovered this long ago, and Maine’s rugged
coast and landscapes continue to inspire exceptional art in a variety of styles and media. The avid
art collectors and gallery operators of Marshall Wilkes Publishing believe that good art reveals a
highly personal vision illuminating universal truths, and their books capture this. Marshall Wilkes
books preserve artists’ legacies, encourage art collecting, and are enjoyed by art lovers.

William Irvine: At Home

PhiliP Frey here and Now
Daniel Kany and Carl Little

William Irvine
At Home

Philip Frey

Forever Maine

Here and Now

William Irvine

Carl Little

Daniel Kany and Carl Little

A MARSHALL WILKES BOOK

A MARSHALL WILKES BOOK

A MARSHALL WILKES BOOK

Hardcover $28.95
978-0-9839670-5-7
9.75 x 8.75 • 96 pages
Arts & Photography

Hardcover $40.00
978-0-9839670–4–0
10.7 x 9.8 • 144 pages
Arts & Photography

Hardcover $28.95
978-0-9839670-6-4
10.25 x 9.25 • 96 pages
Arts & Photography

William Irvine:
A Painter’s Journey
Carl Little; Foreword by
Richard Russo
978-0-9839670-2-6
Hardcover $39.95
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The Art of Francis Hamabe
Carl Little
978-0-9839670-1-9
Hardcover $35.00

George Wardlaw:
Crossing Borders
J. Richard Gruber, Ori Z.
Soltes, and Suzette McAvoy
978-0-9839670-0-2
Hardcover $65.00

Jeffery Becton:
The Farthest House
Carl Little
978-0-9839670-3-3
Hardcover $42.00

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS FOR ADULTS
THE LIFE IN YOUR GARDEN

Gardening for Biodiversity
Reeser Manley and Marjorie Peronto

Let wildness into your garden, nurture bird and animal life, encourage insect diversity for gardening success, and create a biorefuge with annuals, perennials, and native trees and shrubs. Gardeners can play a
significant role in sustaining native plant diversity and providing refuge for threatened species of insects
and sanctuary for birds, amphibians, reptiles, and small mammals, and here at last is a book for all of
North America that shows us how.
Hardcover $34.95 • 978-0-88448-472-1 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-475-2
8 x 10 • 288 pages, 150 color photos and illustrations • Gardening

READING RURAL LANDSCAPES
A Field Guide to New England’s Past
Robert Sanford
The past surrounds us in rural New England. The traces are everywhere if we know what to look for and
how to interpret what we see. A patch of neglected daylilies marks a long-abandoned homestead. A
grown-over cellar hole with nearby stumps and remnants of stone wall and orchard shows us where a farm
has been reclaimed by forest. Although slumping back into the landscape, these features speak to us if we
can hear them—and they can guide us to ancestral homesteads and famous sites.
“A superb read and a solid guide.” —Portland Press Herald
Paperback $19.95 • 978-0-88448-366-3 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-370-0 • 5½ x 8½ • 256 pages (100 B&W illustrations;
16 pages of color photos) • Field Guide/New England History

THE NEW ENGLAND GARDENER’S YEAR
A Month-by-Month Guide for Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and Upstate New York
Reeser Manley and Marjorie Peronto
Provides month-by-month guidance for every New England hardiness zone. The authors emphasize gardening in tune with nature; in their view, our yards and gardens are extensions of the
surrounding natural world and refuges in which to sustain the planet’s biodiversity without the
use of chemicals. Also included: raised-bed and container gardening; composting; crop rotation;
how to create “insectaries” to sustain beneficial insects; and pruning.
Hardcover $34.95 • 978-1-937644-14-7 • ebook ISBN 978-1-937644-18-5 • 8 x 10
320 pages, color throughout • Gardening / New England

THE HIDDEN COAST OF MAINE
Isles of Shoals to West Quoddy Head
Photography by Joe Devenney • Essays by Ken Textor
• The Maine coast in all seasons and weathers, landward reaches to offshore islands.
• Every photo taken from a vantage point reachable by car or ferry—86 destinations, 200 vistas, and a thousand
excursions into the life and natural history of a storied coast.
• An appendix offers directions to each featured place.
They say you can’t see the entire coast of Maine in one lifetime, but Joe Devenney and Ken Textor have seen a lot of it,
from the Isles of Shoals on the New Hampshire border to West Quoddy Head down east. Joe’s images and Ken’s musings will take you far and deep into this dramatic but elusive world.
“The considerable talents of these two artists in their coverage of the Maine coast are second to none. The Hidden
Coast is a splendid exploration of Maine.” —New England Boating
Hardcover $34.95 • ISBN 978-0-88448-350-2 • 9 x 10 • 224 pages • 215 color photos • New England / Travel / Outdoors
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E.B. WHITE ON DOGS
Edited by Martha White
America’s favorite essayist on man’s best friend—an irresistable combination! E. B. White—author of
Charlotte’s Web and The Elements of Style—became America’s most accomplished and revered essayist in
his more than half a century as a columnist for The New Yorker. His granddaughter Martha White has here
compiled the best and funniest of his essays, poems, letters, and sketches depicting more than a dozen of
the canine companions that enriched White’s life in New York and Maine.
“What a wonderful gift.” —Jon Katz, New York Times bestselling author
“Will charm and enlighten a new generation of dog-lovers.” —The Bark
Paperback with flaps $16.95 • 978-0-88448-342-7 • Hardcover $22.95 • 978-0-88448-341-0
eBook ISBN 978-0-88448-346-5 • 5½ x 8½ • 208 pages, B&W photographs • Nonfiction/Essays/Pets

ONE MAN’S MEAT

E. B. White

50,000 copies sold in this edition
E. B. White published his “One Man’s Meat” columns in Harper’s from his saltwater farm on the coast of Maine. His
observations on town meetings, poultry, the weather, songbirds, compost, taxes, war, winter, and much more
resonate just as strongly today as they did more than a half century ago.
“Possibly the single best book on the Down East.” —Richard Grant, Down East
“A countryman’s lessons that conveys, at each reading, a sense of early morning clarity and possibility.”
—Roger Angell, The New Yorker
Paperback $16.95 • 978-0-88448-192-8 • 6 x 9 • 296 pages • Nonfiction/Essays

WALKING
Henry David Thoreau
Introduced by Adam Tuchinsky
“Walking” is recognized by most scholars as Thoreau’s “other” masterpiece, Walden in a more concise form. In the
introduction of this edition, Adam Tuchinsky accessibly and engagingly unpacks the essay’s nineteenth-century
associations, highlights the startling modernity of its sentiments, and reveals why Thoreau remains the towering
figure in the history of American nature writing. Exquisite contemporary nature photographs curated by Denise
Froehlich, director of the Maine Museum of Photographic Arts, grace this handsome book.
Hardcover $16.95 • 978-0-88448-613-8 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-614-5 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 128 pages
15 photos • Literature/Nature Writing & Essays

IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
The Poet’s Portable Workshop
SECOND EDITION

Steve Kowit

90,000 copies sold
Long an anchor text for college and junior college writing classes, this guide has become a favorite for aspiring poets and
an ever-valuable reference for more advanced students who want to sharpen their craft, expand their technical skills, and
engage their deepest memories and concerns. This edition adds Steve Kowit’s influential essay on poetics “The Mystique of
the Difficult Poem,” in which he argues convincingly, memorably, and with his trademark sense of humor that a poem need
not be obscure to be great.
“My absolute favorite book for teaching poetry.” —Richard Blanco
Paperback $19.95 • 978-0-88448-531-5 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-540-7 • 6 x 9 • 320 pages
Writing / Poetry • Prev Ed ISBN 9780884481492
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A MAN FOR ALL OCEANS
Captain Joshua Slocum and the First Solo Voyage Around the World
Stan Grayson
Published with the New Bedford Whaling Museum
John Lyman Book Award Honorable Mention
Captain Joshua Slocum’s book, Sailing Alone Around the World, is a seafaring classic and has never been out of print since
its publication in 1900. Here, for all lovers of sea stories, is the life of the man behind the greatest sea tale of them all.
“Casts a revelatory light not only on Slocum but the times in which he lived and sailed.”—Nathaniel Philbrick,
author of In the Heart of the Sea; Mayflower; and Valiant Ambition
“A joy to read.” —Eric Jay Dolin, author of Brilliant Beacons: A History of the American Lighthouse
“A finely researched work. It becomes clear that Slocum’s circumnavigation was only one small part of a
remarkable, venturesome, and often difficult life.” —WoodenBoat magazine
“Brilliant and impeccably researched.”—Sailing magazine
Hardcover $29.95 • 978-0-88448-548-3 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-550-6 • 6.5 x 9.5 • 416 pages, 87 photos/maps • Sailing/Biography/Sea Story

A GENIUS AT HIS TRADE
C. Raymond Hunt and His Remarkable Boats
Stan Grayson
Foreword by Llewellyn Howland III
Published with the New Bedford Whaling Museum
A fascinating biography of the supremely gifted sailor who became one of the 20th century’s most innovative designers
of sail- and powerboats. The Hunt name is synonymous with some of the most popular boats ever created, including the
classic Concordia yawls, the Boston Whaler, and deep-V powerboats.
“None of us on the water today can fully appreciate the man behind the designs without a look at this
engrossing biography.” —Yachting magazine
“A thorough, enjoyable, and much-needed appreciation of this fascinating yacht designer.” —WoodenBoat magazine
“Marvelous…. It should find a spot on the bookshelves of any sailor, yachtsman or -woman.” —Mystic Seaport magazine
Paperback (with flaps) $34.95 • 978-0-88448-598-8 • 10 x 12 • 304 pages • 150 duotone photos and drawings
Sports/Boating/Maritime History & Biography • Prev Ed 9780884484622

SEA STRUCK
W. H. Bunting
Foreword by Llewellyn Howland III
John Lyman Award • North American Society for Oceanic History
John Gardner Maritime Research Award
For young men more than a century ago, “going to sea” was as much a rite of passage as making a grand tour of
Europe. Sea Struck brings alive the final decades of square-rigged sail through the accounts of voyages made on
three ships by three young men from Massachusetts.
“This marvelous book should be hailed as an instant classic.” —David McCullough, two-time winner of the Pulitzer
Prize and the National Book Award
“A fine chronicle of New England’s passion for the sea.” —Boston Sunday Globe
“Bunting writes sentences of stunning gracefulness.” —WoodenBoat
Paperback $21.95 • 978-0-88448-526-1
Hardcover $30.00 • 978-0-88448-265-9 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-542-1 • 7 x 10 • 384 pages, photographs • Maritime History

A SEA DOG’S TALE
The True Story of a Small Dog on a Big Ocean
Peter Muilenburg
If you want to see the world—really see it—go by sailboat. And if you want to absorb the world through every pore, take a
venturesome dog as your guide. The bright spirit named Santos became a legend to millions of readers through the pages of
Reader’s Digest. Now Peter Muilenburg—a wise and observant chronicler with a true wanderer’s desire to engage the world
on authentic terms—has written this captivating memoir of familial love and adventure, unforgettable people and places,
and an amazing schipperke who sailed right into the sea dog hall of fame.
“Delightful . . . . immerse yourself in the world beyond.” —SAIL
Paperback • $16.95 • ISBN 978-1-937644-07-9 • eBook ISBN 978-1-937644-08-6 • 5½ x 8½ • 272 pages • Memoir / Sea Adventure / Pet
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MAINE’S FAVORITE BIRDS
Jeffrey V. Wells & Allison Childs Wells
Illustrated by Evan Barbour
Based on the authors’ years of experience answering questions, leading bird walks, and teaching people about
birds, Maine’s Favorite Birds puts the focus on Maine’s most-loved and best-known birds. It features each bird
beautifully illustrated in large format, accompanied by clear and concise identification tips, habitat references, and
easy-to-remember song descriptions.
“A true field guide for all ages, focusing on how to identify those birds especially loved by Mainers and natureloving
visitors to the state. Comprehensive and portable.” —Down East
Paperback $15.00 • ISBN 978-0-88448-336-6 • eBook ISBN 978-0-88448-353-3 • 6 x 9 • 72 pages
100+ color paintings • Nature / Birding

MAINE

The Wilder Half of New England
William David Barry
This concise, solid, and surprising overview traces 500 years of Maine history, from first contact between Native
Americans and European explorers to the achievement of a Down East identity, national political power, and
worldwide cultural identification. Changes in the economy, religion, ethnicity, arts, leisure, and education have all
shaped Maine and Mainers, with some intriguing results. Includes many rare and fascinating drawings, paintings,
and photographs and a rich bibliography for further explorations.
“Many books have been written about Maine’s unique history, but few have been as entertaining as this.”
—Central Maine Newspapers
“An accurate, articulate, informative, insightful, and visually attractive account of
Maine for the twenty-first century.” —Earle G. Shettleworth, Jr., Maine State Historian
Paperback $30.00 • ISBN 978-0-88448-333-5 • 288 pages • 200+ photos & illustrations • New England / History

THE STORY I WANT TO TELL
Explorations in the Art of Writing
The Telling Room
20 stories, poems, and essays by bestselling writers paired with 20 pieces by aspiring writers • 40+ pages of
interviews, writing prompts, and tools for classroom use
The Story I Want to Tell pairs the work of 20 aspiring young writers—including immigrants from war-ravaged countries—with original stories, essays, and poems from Richard Blanco, Richard Russo, Elizabeth Gilbert, Dave Eggers,
Lily King, Jonathan Lethem, Bill Roorbach, Monica Wood, and other top writers in a call-and-response anthology.
The book’s supplemental materials make it a perfect tool for writers’ groups and writing teachers.
The Telling Room is a nonprofit writing center in Portland, Maine, dedicated to the idea that children and young
adults are natural storytellers.
“A powerful and riveting anthology.” — Kate Christensen, winner, PEN/Faulkner Award
Paperback $16.95 • 978-0-88448-415-8 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-422-6 • 6 x 9 • 192 pages • Writing/Literature

MAINE ON GLASS

The Early Twentieth Century in Glass Plate Photography
W. H. Bunting, Kevin Johnson, and Earle G. Shettleworth, Jr.
New England Society Book Award
Maine on Glass returns us to the Maine of a century ago with 190 postcard views. The majority of postcards made at
the turn of the twentieth century were mass-produced lithograph or letter-press halftones, but the Eastern Illustrating & Publishing Company produced “real photo postcards” in the form of silver gelatin prints made by exposing the
negative onto photo paper card stock and developing it in a traditional wet darkroom. The images in this book were
selected from 22,000 glass plate negatives created by the Eastern company between 1909 and World War II. Maine
residents, expatriates, and visitors will enjoy hours of pleasure in this meandering journey through Maine’s countryside,
villages, and towns, guided by three of Maine’s foremost historians.
“A wonderful contribution to Maine’s history.” —Bangor Daily News
Paperback (with flaps) $29.95 • 978-0-88448-378-6 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-543-8 • 9 x 10 • 224 pages, 190 duotone photos • New England
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BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS FOR ADULTS
HOW TO AUDITION ON CAMERA
A Hollywood Insider’s Guide for Actors
Sharon Bialy
Foreword by Bryan Cranston, Emmy Award-winning actor, Breaking Bad
Casting Director Sharon Bialy answers the questions actors ask most frequently about how to nail an audition. Actors—
both novice and professional—are often misled by myths and outdated prescriptions. This guide replaces misinformation
with concise and accurate advice.
“While acting is an art, auditioning is a craft—and Sharon knows this world six ways to Sunday. Her book brims with nononsense advice and tough love.” — Vince Gilligan, creator of Breaking Bad
“Any actor will profit from Sharon Bialy’s advice, and, should they bring this book to any audition she and I are running, will
surely get not only our attention, but our respect.” —David Mamet, Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright, Glengarry Glen Ross
Paperback $14.95 • 978-0-88448-525-4 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-541-4
5½ x 8½ • 112 pages • Creative Arts

BE UNSTOPPABLE
The 8 Essential Actions to Succeed at Anything
SECOND EDITION

Alden M. Mills

However your past has shaped you, your future is yours to shape, and if you want to shape it for success, you’ll find no better coach than Alden
Mills. Using the power of a parable and his own experiences as a Navy SEAL and accomplished entrepreneur, Mills shares his proven framework
for success as embodied by the action-based acronym U-PERSIST: Understand the why; Plan in three dimensions; Exercise to execute; Recognize
your reason to believe; Survey your habits; Improvise to overcome; Seek expert advice; and Team up. At the core of Be Unstoppable is the parable of a young tugboat skipper who meets a remarkable captain. This chance meeting changes the young skipper’s direction in life, setting him
on course to identify and achieve his dreams. Each chapter concludes with action steps distilled from the story and from Alden’s experiences as
a U.S. Navy SEAL Commander and a business leader and entrepreneur.

“A game changer: You’ll discover how to summit any of life’s mountains!” —Alison Levine, mountaineer, polar explorer
and New York Times bestselling author of On the Edge
Hardcover $22.95 • 978-0-88448-530-8 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-535-3 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 160 pages, B&W illustrations
Self-Help/Business/Leadership • Prev Ed ISBN 9781937644208

WHILE YOU’RE HERE, DOC
Farmyard Adventures of a Maine Veterinarian
Bradford B. Brown, DVM
Veterinarian Brad Brown never knew what to expect when he was called. Whether he was trying to geld a spooked stallion
in a blizzard or found himself in the middle of an all-out fracas involving a monkey’s abscessed tooth and a shotgun, he took
it in stride, with great affection for both his four-legged patients and his two-legged clients.
“Stuffed with hilarious recollections of nearly a quarter century of dealing with
all kinds of animals and their owners.” —Yankee Magazine
Paperback $15.00 • 978-0-88448-279-6 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-347-2 • 6 x 9 • 192 pages • Nonfiction/Essays

ALWAYS SHARE YOUR ICEBERG
Small Penguins, Big Words
Jamison Odone
Always Share Your Iceberg pairs 52 wise and witty quotes from history’s most quotable thinkers and dreamers with
penguin cartoons that bring the words to life in a new and engaging way. J. D. Salinger said, “She wasn’t doing a
thing that I could see, except standing there, leaning on the balcony railing, holding the universe together.” And
when the “she” in the illustration is a penguin, a great quote becomes unforgettable. The perfect gift for Mother’s
Day, Father’s Day, a graduation day—or any day!
Hardcover $14.95 • 978-0-88448-569-8 • ebook ISBN 978-0-88448-571-1 • 7 x 7 • 112 pages,
52 color illustrations • Inspiration • All ages
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